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 Republic of Madagascar  

Madagascar is an island country in the Indian 
Ocean, off the coast of Southeast Africa. It is 
the fourth largest island in the world.  

 

Population 
About 24 million people live in Madagascar. 
 

Capital 
 Antananarivo is the capital and the largest 
city in Madagascar. 

Language 
Madagascar has two official languages, French 
and Malagasy.  

 

Say hello: “Manao ahoana! ” 
  
Say good bye: “Veloma! ” 
 

Say thank you: “Misaotra ” 
Currency 
The Malagasy ariary is the official unit of currency in Madagascar. 

2975 MGA  
= 

$1 USD 
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Religion 
52% indigenous beliefs  

41% Christian 
7% Muslim 

Food 
The cuisine of Madagascar is truly a reflection of 
the African, Arab and Indonesian peoples that 
have settled in the country. There are also certain 
French influences found in the crops that early 
French colonizers brought including vanilla, coffee, 
cloves and sugar cane.  

Landmarks 

Madagascar is known for its diverse 
wildlife and geographic terrain. 90% of the 
animals are exclusive to the island.  

Climate 
Madagascar has a very diverse climate ranging from hot and dry to 
tropical and rainy. The island is susceptible to tropical cyclones. 

Culture 
The culture of Madagascar reflects the 
origins of the Malagasy people in 
Southeast Asia and East Africa as well as 
influence of the Arabs, Indians, British, 
French and Chinese settlers. There are 
20 ethnic groups in Madagascar.  

Vanilla 

Romazava 
Lasopy  Coffee 
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Lemur 
101 species of Lemur live on the island of 
Madagascar, the only place they can be 
found in the world. 

Chameleon 
Madagascar is home to a rainbow of chamele-
ons. Almost half of the world’s chameleons are 
found on this island. The chameleon’s skin 
changes color depending on its surroundings, 
mood, and body temperature.    

Tomato Frogs 
Native to Madagascar these frogs look more like 
tomatoes than green frogs. As a survival tactic, 
the frogs puff up their body twice their size and 
produce a glue-like substance that will cause 
their predator’s lips and eyes to stick together.   

Leaf-Tailed Gecko  
Leaf-tailed geckos are masters of camouflage.  Some 
species have developed textured bodies that help 
them blend seamlessly onto the bark of a tree.   
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Book List 
Country Explorers: Madagascar 
by  Mary Oluonye 
 

Learn all about the country’s land-
scape, culture, people, and more! 

Globe Trotters Club: Madagascar 
by Mary Oluonye 
 

 This book tells the story of Mada-
gascar’s location, landforms, peo-
ple, weather and more! 
Exploring Countries: Madagascar 
by Ellen Frazel 
 

 Open this book and explore Mada-
gascar, an island teeming with life, 
color, and beauty.  
We Visit Madagascar 
by  Tammy Gagne 
 

 Life in Madagascar is different 
from anywhere else in the world 
as well as its inhabitants.  

Madagascar: Enchantment of the 
World 
by  Ettagale Blauer & Jason Laure 
 

Explore full color photos, maps, and 
handy fast facts about Madagascar 

Wildlife of Madagascar 
by  Ken Behrens & Keith Barnes 
 

The most comprehensive guide to 
Madagascar’s wildlife with over 
900 stunning photographs.  

Madagascar Hissing Cockroaches 
by  Kristin Petrie 
 

Have you ever wanted a unique 
pet? Learn how to care for a hiss-
ing cockroach.  
Lemurs 
by  Karen Baicker  
 

Lemurs are rare creatures and can 
only be found on only a few isolat-
ed islands in the world.  
Chameleons 
by  Misty Devillier 
 

 Find out surprising facts and 
amazing picture all about the ani-
mals called Chameleons. 

Into Wild Madagascar 
by  Animal Planet 
 

An exploration of the endless wild-
life that habitats the island of 
Madagascar. 
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